
Results
The results of this thesis need to be summarised in a written report and will be presented to the ICVR in

a 20min talk.
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Workpackages
• Literature research on Redirected Walking

• Design and implementation of a control system with given constraints (i.e. artificial potential fields)

• Testing and simulation with given trajectories

• Realisation of a small user study and analysis of the recorded data

• Intermediate and final presentation

• Written report

Bachelor / Semester Thesis

Tasks
Your task is to research on Redirected Walking, specifically from the perspective of a control system

engineer. You analyse different control algorithms from the literature and determine, design and

implement a control system which takes a user’s virtual and real position and orientation and applies an

appropriate redirection. In doing so, your algorithm will be supplemented by a dynamic artificial potential

field containing information about the real environment. You test your control system on real-time

capability and also simulate previously recorderd trajectories. Eventually, you conduct a small user study

to show that your algorithm works properly.

You will present your work in an intermediate and a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you will

summarise your results in a written report.
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Skills
• Basic Programming Skills in C++ or C#

• Unity and/or VR experience is a plus

• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

Reactive Redirected Walking using Artificial 
Potential Fields in Virtual Reality
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Overview
Real Walking in Virtual Environments (ReWaVE) has lately

become more and more interesting for both, industry and

private users alike due to more affordable hardware with

drastically increased performance. However, even though

newer hardware like the HTC Vive Pro allows a tracking

space to cover up to 10x10m, a user is not only still limited

by real physical walls, but rarely has this kind of empty

space available.

“Redirected Walking” provides a solution in this context by

inducing unnoticeable visual manipulations which deviate

the real from the virtual trajectory. Thus, this so-called

redirection makes users feel like they are exploring an

extensive virtual environment while actually walking in a

smaller tracking space.

In this thesis, you develop a simple control system that

utilises a given description of the real tracking space to

determine how a user needs to be redirected.


